CECA MAGÁN Abogados welcomes Alejandro Alonso Dregi
as a partner in the corporate department
 Alejandro has over 30 years of experience in corporate matters and
mergers and acquisitions.
 His incorporation is part of the firm's ongoing commitment to further
promote and consolidate the area at the international level

Ceca Magán has made its first major signing of 2021 with the incorporation of Alejandro
Alonso Dregi as a new partner in the area of commercial and corporate law in its Madrid
office. He thus joins the team of partners formed by Jose Luis Martinez Andreo and Jose
María Pastrana, in an area that in recent years has been undergoing extraordinary
growth and on which the firm is doubtlessly continuing to invest.
Alejandro Alonso Dregi is specialized in commercial law and counts with more than 30
years of experience advising national and international companies in corporate matters,
together with participating in multiple M&A transactions, becoming a globally
recognized professional by the prestigious international directory Chambers & Partners.
In his extensive career, he was one of the founding partners of the Spanish headquarters
of DENTONS.
The new partner combines his professional career with lecturing at the Instituto de
Estudios Bursátiles (IEB), being also member of the Academic Council of the Master in
European Law at the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. Yet, he was a representative of the
Governing Board of the Madrid Bar Association. Further, he is Secretary General - vicepresident of the Spanish-French Chamber of Commerce.
For Alejandro these were his first impressions "Joining #EstiloCeca is for me a new
professional challenge in which I value the extraordinary dynamism of the firm, its good
work, and the seriousness and excellence with which it approaches the work and all the
decisions that affect the group of people who make up Ceca Magán". He adds "I
fervently believe that today more than ever, law firms have to focus and orient their entire
strategy on client service".
According to Esteban Ceca Gómez - Arevalillo, Managing Partner of the firm, "Alejandro
fulfils two fundamental pillars for us today: “consistently high added-value signings for the
market and experts in the international arena".
Alejandro joins the firm with his inherent team, lawyers Jose Ramón Lora, who has been
his right-hand man for the past 14 years, and lawyer Victoria Alonso, both of whom will
reinforce the Madrid corporate team currently comprised of 15 experienced lawyers.
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About us
We are a leading law firm in corporate legal advice. Specialists in the areas of labour,
commercial, procedural, tax, criminal, bankruptcy and restructuring, real estate and
urban planning law, and law for transformation, innovation and digital economy, with
more than 45 years of experience and recognized by the main national and international
rankings.
Our lawyers are the heart and soul of the #EstiloCeca, a style built on quality, experience,
competitiveness and agility.
We operate with a team of more than 120 professionals in Spain through our three offices
and we offer international coverage in more than 150 countries, forming part of the
prestigious international alliances FLI, LAW, Cicero League, Linee Network and Celia
Alliance as their representative in Spain.
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